NINETIES NOSTALGIA!
I am just going to be upfront and say it – TVF’s Yeh Meri
Family is the best show I’ve seen in recent times
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H, THE ‘90S! GOLD SPOT COLD
drinks, Kismi bars, pop music that
actually made sense. If you grew
up in that era, you’d readily agree
that it’s called the golden age for
a reason. Everything just seemed
right with the world at the time, and the only real
issues were deep questions like, “How do I get that
cute girl to attend the same tuition I go for?” There’s
a relatability factor to Yeh Meri Family that instantly
makes you reminisce about your childhood days –
that first crush, sibling rivalry, wearing fancy clothes
on your birthday to school, and distributing melody
sweets (and an extra one to your cherished bestie).
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The show chronicles the story of young Harshu,
who is your typical almost-teenager obsessed with
trump cards and hates all things to do with academics.
I saw myself in every thing he does, and all you late
‘80s kids will too. The attention to detail that the show
boasts of is just amazing – Maruti 800s and Esteems,
that ‘90s way of dressing (t-shirts tucked into shorts),
landlines with thick cords, Debonair magazines, and
that classic dabba television on which Duck Tales was
devoured by all kids, and viewing FTV post-midnight
for the teenagers with raging hormones. You will
be smiling throughout the episodes, and routinely
breaking into a chuckle, and at the same time it’s a
real tear jerker. Now, how many shows on TV today
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can boast of evoking a gamut of emotions within the
viewer? Yeh Meri Family does that effortlessly, and
does it so beautifully that for the first time ever in my
viewing history, I had myself rewinding scenes just to
hear the dialogues again.
The acting is spot-on and flawless, starting from
protagonist Harshu to his brother Dabbu, to his best
friend Shanky, and to his parents – played superbly
by the talented duo Mona Singh and Akash Khurana.
Even the supporting characters, right down to the
typical Hindi tuition teacher and Harshu’s adorable
younger sister play their parts to perfection. Kudos to
the casting director. It is rare when you can’t fault a
single performance, and that speaks volumes not just
for him but the actors themselves.
Leave everything you’re doing this weekend and
watch Yeh Meri Family. With all that blood, gore,
negativity, and whatnot that’s trending on TV these
days, this show comes as a respite and takes you
back to a time that shouldn’t have ever ended. Oh,
and if you don’t take my word for the brilliance of this
show, just log on to your trusty IMDB. I deliberately
didn’t see the rating for the show before I watched it,
since I didn’t want anything to influence my opinion.
Post viewing, I wasn’t the least bit surprised to see
its rating – a whopping 9.6. But I disagree with the
database. This one’s a 10.

One of the standout scenes of the show is
when Papa shows his sons how to hit the
perfect cricket shot
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